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Abstract

The term 'uveitis' describes a heterogeneous set of conditions that all feature

intraocular inflammation. Broadly, uveitis is defined by etiology: infection or

autoimmunity. Infectious uveitis requires treatment with the appropriate antimicrobial

agents, while autoimmune uveitis requires treatment with corticosteroids or other

immunosuppressive agents. Post-infectious uveitis is a form of chronic uveitis that

requires corticosteroids to control immune sequela following the initial infection. Uveitis

associated with Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) infection is a well-recognized form

of post-infectious uveitis, but the mechanisms of disease are not fully understood.

To understand the role mycobacterial antigens and innate ligands play in stimulating

chronic ocular inflammation following mTB infection, the model Primed Mycobacterial

Uveitis (PMU) was developed for use in mice. This manuscript outlines the methods for

generating PMU and monitoring the clinical course of inflammation using color fundus

and optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging. PMU is induced by immunization

with heat-killed mycobacterial extract followed by intravitreal injection of the same

extract into one eye seven days later. Ocular inflammation is monitored longitudinally

using in vivo imaging and followed by sample collection for a wide range of assays,

including histology, flow cytometry, cytokine analysis, qPCR, or mRNA sequencing.

The mouse model of PMU is a useful new tool for studying the ocular responses to

mTB, the mechanism of chronic uveitis, and for preclinical effectiveness tests of new

anti-inflammatory therapies.

Introduction

The term 'uveitis' describes a heterogeneous set of conditions

that all feature intraocular inflammation1 . Animal models of

uveitis are important for understanding disease mechanisms

and for preclinical testing of new therapies. A number

of animal models of uveitis have been established2 .

The two that have been studied most extensively are

experimental autoimmune uveitis (or uveoretinitis; EAU)

and endotoxin-induced uveitis (EIU). EAU is typically
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generated by immunization with ocular antigens or can

occur spontaneously when central tolerance is disrupted

in the absence of the AIRE gene3,4 . Other variants of

the model have since been developed5,6 ,7  to include

different uveitogenic peptides; these have been reviewed

extensively8,9 ,10 . EAU is the primary model for forms

of T cell-dependent autoimmune uveitis such as Vogt-

Koyanagi-Harada disease and birdshot chorioretinitis in

humans. EIU is generated by systemic or local injection

of bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS)10,11 . EIU has been

used as a model of acute uveitis generated by activation

of innate immune signaling pathways12 . Both models have

been instrumental to the current understanding of ocular

immunology, but neither are effective models for post-

infectious chronic uveitis. Recently established in mice, the

Primed Mycobacterial Uveitis (PMU) model now provides an

approach to interrogate and evaluate clinical and cellular

aspects of this form of uveitis13 .

There is a high prevalence of mycobacterial infection

worldwide, with over 10 million new cases and more than 1.4

million deaths reported by the World Health Organization in

201914 . Extrapulmonary manifestation of active tuberculosis

(TB) infection includes uveitis and is a well-recognized

cause of infectious uveitis15,16 . The manifestations of TB-

associated uveitis are protean, which likely reflects multiple

distinct mechanisms of disease to include direct ocular

infection as well as less well-understood immune-mediated

inflammation17,18 ,19 . The proposed mechanisms for these

post-infectious sequelae include a chronic inflammatory

response stimulated by the persistence of a pauci-bacillary

infection in the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), a chronic

inflammatory response stimulated by the presence of residual

pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) from a

successfully cleared ocular infection, and inappropriate

activation of the adaptive immune response against ocular

antigens through a process of molecular mimicry or antigen

spread caused by systemic TB infection20,21 ,22 ,23 .

In order to gain a better mechanistic understanding of chronic

post-infectious uveitis and study the role of mycobacterial

antigens in the initiation of disease, the PMU model

was developed for use in mice13,24 . Accordingly, to elicit

inflammation, the mouse first receives a subcutaneous

injection of antigen from the heat-killed Mycobacterium

tuberculosis H37Ra strain to mimic systemic infection,

followed seven days later by intravitreal injection of the

same antigen administered to the left or right eye to

mimic local ocular infection. The intensity and duration of

the ensuing uveitis are monitored by longitudinal in vivo

Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) and fundal imaging

of the eye25 . PMU is characterized by an acute, myeloid-

dominant panuveitis that develops into a chronic T cell-

dominant posterior uveitis with vitritis, perivascular retinal

inflammation, and focal areas of outer retinal damage26 .

The presence of granulomatous inflammation in the posterior

segment of the eye suggests that the PMU model can

be used to study some forms of anterior (granulomatous

and non-granulomatous) and intermediate uveitis, seen in

patients with immunological evidence of past Mtb infection27 .

Additionally, the components of heat-killed Mtb used in

the PMU model have been suggested to trigger immune

responses underlying the aspects of recurrent uveitis in

patients with ocular tuberculosis who respond to anti-

tubercular therapy (ATT)28 . Due to the differences in disease

initiation and inflammatory course when compared to EAU

and EIU, PMU represents a new animal model of uveitis that is

not dependent on immunization with ocular antigens and may

help elucidate mechanisms of disease in patients with chronic

uveitis. This protocol outlines the methods for generating
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PMU, monitoring the clinical course of inflammation, and

collecting ocular samples for post-mortem analysis with flow

cytometry.

Protocol

All procedures performed were approved locally by the

Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of

Washington (animal study protocol # 4481-02) or in

concordance with the United Kingdom Home Office license

(PPL 30/3281) and the University of Bristol Ethical Review

Group. Experiments conducted at both institutions were

concordant with the Association for Research in Vision

and Ophthalmology (ARVO) Statement for the Use of

Animals in Ophthalmic and Visual Research. PMU was

generated in 6-10-week-old C57BL/6J mice; all mice weighed

at least 18 g at the time of uveitis induction and were

confirmed negative for the rd8 mutation of the Crb1 gene29 .

Mice were maintained with standard chow and medicated

water (acetaminophen 200-300 mg/kg/day) ad libitum under

specific pathogen-free conditions. Animal euthanasia was

performed using a standard carbon dioxide inhalation

method30 .

1. Antigen preparation for subcutaneous injection

1. Perform all procedures in this section inside a chemical

fume hood to prevent inhalation or skin contact with

the Mtb H37Ra powder. This includes using chemical-

resistant gloves, safety glasses, and protective work

clothing (lab coat).

2. Use a good sterile technique to prevent contamination

of reagents that will be introduced into experimental

animals.

3. Make the Mtb suspension in PBS by mixing 5 mg of

lyophilized, heat-killed M. tuberculosis H37Ra powder

with 2.5 mL of cold PBS in a 5 mL microcentrifuge tube.

Vortex once for 30 s and then place on ice.

4. To generate a fine suspension of the H37Ra in PBS,

sonicate the suspension on ice for 5 min.

1. Unclamp the body of the converter unit and clean the

probe with a 70% (v/v) alcohol swab.

2. Switch on the sonicator, adjust the power setting to

4 by turning the power control knob and immerse the

probe's tip into the PBS-containing mycobacterial

powder. Ensure that the probe tip is immersed to at

least half the depth of the sample and that the probe

tip is not touching the wall of the microcentrifuge

tube.

5. Sonicate the mixture on ice for 30 s, pause 30 s and

repeat for a total of 5 min to fully disperse the powder into

an even suspension without heating the liquid.

6. Add 2.5 mL of Freund's Incomplete Adjuvant to the

mixture and repeat the sonication process on ice until the

emulsion forms a toothpaste-like consistency.

7. Set the power to 0 using the control knob and turn off

the unit to end the sonication. Remove the tip from the

suspension and wipe the probe with an alcohol swab.

8. Store the antigen emulsion at 4 °C. Making batches

of the emulsion will help ensure consistency across

experiments. The emulsion can be stored at 4 °C for up

to 3 months.

2. Subcutaneous injection

1. Perform subcutaneous injection a week prior to the

intravitreal injection (designated as day -7).

https://www.jove.com
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2. Load a 1 mL syringe (no needle attached) with the

mycobacterial emulsion. Due to the viscosity and opacity

of the emulsion, difficult-to-see air bubbles can fill the

syringe.

1. To prevent airbubbles in the syringe, after loading

0.2-0.3 mL of emulsion, invert the syringe (tip facing

up) and gently tap the syringe repeatedly on the

edge of a counter to bring the bubbles to the surface.

3. Expel the air from the syringe and continue filling the

syringe. Invert and intermittently tap until filled.

4. Place a 25 G needle on the syringe and advance the

emulsion to fill the needle. Store the syringe on ice until

used.

5. To perform the subcutaneous injection safely, either

anesthetize the mouse or utilize humane restraint

methods that allow easy access to the animal

hindquarters31 .

6. To anesthetize for subcutaneous injection, place the

animal in an isoflurane induction chamber (3%-4%

for induction and 1%-3% for maintenance). Once

anesthetized, ensure that the mouse has a slow

respiratory rate and exhibits no signs of respiratory

distress.

7. Place the subcutaneous injections on either the dorsal

surface of the hips, or on the ventral surface of the legs

proximal to the region of the inguinal lymph nodes.

1. Carefully insert the needle to prevent injecting into

the muscle. Inject 0.05 mL of the Mtb emulsion into

the subcutaneous space. Do not remove the needle

immediately in order to allow the thick emulsion to

be fully injected.

2. Repeat the injection on both left and right sides for

a total of 0.1 mL per animal.

8. If anesthetized, place the mouse on a warm heating

pad until complete recovery. Do not leave the mouse

unattended until it has regained sufficient consciousness

to maintain sternal recumbency.

9. Return the mouse to its cage upon complete recovery

and label the cage card with the date of subcutaneous

injection.

10. Provide analgesia with oral acetaminophen (200 mg/kg/

day), but not NSAIDs as anti-inflammatory agents can

impact the induction of uveitis.

3. Antigen stock preparation for intravitreal
injection

1. Perform all procedures in this section under appropriate

sterile conditions to prevent contamination of the

intravitreal Mtb suspension.

2. Make the intravitreal suspensions.

1. For induction of mild to moderate panuveitis,

make the intravitreal suspension at a 5 mg/mL

concentration by adding 5 mg of the mycobacteria

extract to 1 mL of 1x PBS.

2. For induction of moderate to severe panuveitis,

make the intravitreal suspension at a 10 mg/mL

concentration by adding 10 mg of the mycobacteria

extract to 1 mL of 1x PBS.

3. Vortex once for 30 s and then place on ice.

4. To generate a fine suspension of the H37Ra in PBS,

sonicate the suspension on ice for 10 min as described

in step 1.4. Aliquot this stock solution in 100 µL volumes

and store at -20 °C.
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5. Prior to use, thaw at room temperature and vortex on high

for 1 min. Keep the aliquots on ice while transport to the

animal facility.

4. Intravitreal injection procedure on day 0

1. Animal preparation

1. Wear fitted examination gloves, place the mouse on

a weighing balance to obtain its weight in grams.

2. Give an intraperitoneal injection of 0.02 mL/g

bodyweight of a solution containing 100 mg/mL

Ketamine and 20 mg/mL Xylazine mixed with sterile

water to anesthetize the animal. An alternative

approach includes induction using ~1.5% isoflurane

(inhaled).

3. Wait approximately 2 min for the mouse to fall

asleep, and then place the mouse in a warming box

and cover the lid. Perform pain reflex tests like ear,

toe, and tail pinch to assess the depth of anesthesia

for the procedure32 .

4. Once asleep, anesthetize the cornea with 1 drop of

0.5% (v/v) tetracaine. Avoid getting tetracaine near

the nose or mouth of the mouse. After 10 s, dab off

the excess liquid.
 

NOTE: It has been observed that iris dilation and

anterior chamber (AC) visualization are improved

when topical anesthesia is administered, possibly

due to improved corneal reflex suppression with

the combined systemic and topical anesthesia.

However, this step could be omitted if desired.

5. Dilate the pupil with 1 drop of 2.5% (v/v)

phenylephrine. Use caution to avoid any excess

droplets that might enter the nose or mouth. After 2-3

min, dab off the excess liquid.

6. To decrease the risk of endophthalmitis, add 1 drop

of 5% betadine to the eye surface and surrounding

hair. Leave on the eye for 2-3 min.
 

NOTE: Perform all procedures in this section

under appropriate sterile conditions to prevent

endophthalmitis.

7. Remove betadine and cover the eye with

hypromellose (0.3%) or carbomer eye gel 0.2% w/w)

to prevent dryness under anesthesia. This will also

help prevent cataract formation.

2. Setting up the microinjection system

1. Perform the intravitreal injection using a micropump

connected to a microsyringe pump controller and an

injection syringe (Figure 1A-C). Alternatively, inject

with a 33 G needle attached to a Hamilton syringe

as described in subsection 4.4.

2. Connect a 34 G needle to the injection holder to

assemble the injector. Loosen the silver screw cap

at the front end of the injection holder and slide the

needle into the body of the holder about halfway.

Tighten the silver screw cap finger tight.

3. Connect the tubing to the injection holder as

mentioned in steps 4.2.4-4.2.5.

4. To insert the tubing on the injection holder, loosen

the plastic screw on the back end of the holder, slide

the tubing through the gasket inside and tighten the

screw.

5. Maintain a slight gap with the end of the tubing to

prevent tubing damage during the injection. Refer to

Figure 1C.

6. Thaw a 100 µL aliquot of the mycobacterium stock

suspension.
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7. Add 3 µL of a 1% fluorescein sodium (AK-Fluor)

solution and vortex well.

8. Load a 10 µL syringe with the antigen and

fluorescein mix without including any air bubbles.

9. Remove the loading needle from the syringe, and

slide the tubing through the silver screw cap gasket

until the tip reaches the zero mark in the syringe

body.

10. Once the tip of the tubing is correctly aligned to the

desired position, tighten the screw cap finger tight.

11. Flush the solution in the syringe through the injection

tubing to fully load the system. Then repeat steps

4.2.8-4.2.11 to reload the syringe for injection.

12. To install the loaded syringe on the micropump,

press the clamp release button at the end of the

micro-pump to open the syringe clamps.

13. Position the cap of the plunger into the plunger cap

holder at the rear end of the micropump.

14. Then slide the syringe collar onto the collar stop and

the syringe body into the syringe clamp.

15. Release the clamp button and tighten the plunger

retaining screw. Refer to Figure 1D.

16. Slide the injection holder and the needle through the

o-clamp on the stereotactic injection apparatus. This

is a custom platform; alternatively, the syringe can

be held and positioned manually.

17. Set the infusion volume and the rate of infusion

volume on the microsyringe pump controller to inject

500 nL per cycle at a rate of 40 nL/s, respectively.
 

NOTE: Faster injection rates can be used, however,

more reflux may be experienced before needle

repositioning can be achieved.

18. Test the system to ensure correct functioning prior

to performing an intravitreal injection.
 

NOTE: When the injection system is functioning

correctly, activation of an injection cycle using the

foot pedal or the control pad will produce visible

movement of the plunger cap holder and a small

droplet of greenish liquid will be seen at the tip of

the needle. In the case that no liquid is produced,

activate additional cycles or flush and reload the

syringe.

19. Prior to injecting the eye, gently wipe the needle with

a 95% ethanol pad.

3. Intravitreal injection procedure

1. The mouse is placed on a stereotaxic apparatus to

perform the injection procedure.

2. Keep the stage/platform on which the mouse rests

warm by attaching 2-3 paper towels on its surface.

3. Place the mouse in a prone position on the platform.

Use the right and left ear bars to gently fix the

animal's head. Refer to Figure 1E.

4. Position the mouse and orient under the scope so

that the superior nasal aspect of the right eye is

visible.

5. Use a 30 G needle to displace the eyelashes and

expose the sclera. Visualize the limbus and the

radial blood vessel.

6. Use a clean 30 G needle to make a guide hole in the

sclera 1-2 mm posterior to the limbus.

7. Insert the 34 G needle attached to the injection

holder into the eye through the guide hole at an angle

that will avoid the lens, but place the needle tip into

the vitreous cavity.

https://www.jove.com
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8. Using the microsyringe pump controller, carefully

inject 1 µL of the Mtb extract into the vitreous cavity.

In case of consistent reflux, increase the injection

volume to 1.5 µL to ensure adequate dose delivery.
 

NOTE: For sham controls, inject 1 µL of PBS into the

eye of the animal.

9. Verify intravitreal placement by visualization of a

greenish reflex in the eye. Refer to Figure 1F.

10. After 10 s, withdraw the needle from the eye. Note

any reflux.

11. Remove the mouse from the platform, place 0.3%

hypromellose or 0.2% w/w carbomer eye ointment

on both eyes for corneal protection, and move to the

recovery warming box.

12. Do not leave the mouse unattended until it

has regained sufficient consciousness to maintain

sternal recumbency. Do not return to the company

of other animals until fully recovered.

13. When the mouse is fully awake, return to the

cage and add acetaminophen (200-300 mg/kg/day)

medicated water bottle. Label the cage card with the

date of IVT injection.

4. Alternative method for intravitreal injection
 

NOTE: This procedure is performed using an operating

microscope and a 33 G needle on a microsyringe.

1. Proptose the eye and hold it in position with a pair

of forceps.

2. Then apply carbomer eye gel 0.2 % w/w or 0.3%

hypromellose eye gel and place a circular coverslip

(7 mm diameter) over the eye.

3. Mount a 33 G hypodermic needle on a 5 µL

Hamilton syringe and insert it approximately 2 mm

circumferential to the corneal limbus with a ~45°

injection angle.

4. Guide the needle bevel into the vitreous, stopping

between the lens and the optic disc (from the relative

viewpoint of the surgeon, this is above/covering the

optic disc - approximately 1.5 mm from the site of

insertion), and inject 2 µL of Mtb (at 2.5 ug/µL in

PBS) slowly.

5. Hold the needle in place briefly (to reduce the

amount of reflux of injectate) and then remove it.

6. Post-injection, treat the site with 1% w/w

chloramphenicol ointment and reposit the globe by

releasing the forceps.

7. Post-injection, move to the recovery warming box as

mentioned in steps 4.3.11-4.3.13.

5. OCT imaging to detect and quantify uveitis

1. Animal preparation

1. Anesthetize the mouse as described in steps

4.1.2-4.1.4

2. Dilate the pupil with 1 drop of 2.5% phenylephrine.

Use caution to avoid any excess droplets that might

enter the nose or mouth. After 2-3 mins, dab off the

excess liquid.

3. Place 0.3% hypromellose or 0.2% w/w carbomer

gel on the eye to prevent dryness while under

anesthesia. This will also help to prevent cataract

formation.

4. Wrap the mouse in a layer of surgical gauze to

maintain body warmth and place it on the animal

cassette. Position the head with the bite bar.

https://www.jove.com
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2. Acquire the OCT images of the anterior and posterior

chambers.
 

NOTE: If obtaining anterior and posterior chamber

images, obtain the posterior chamber (PC) images first to

prevent image degradation following cataract formation.

Cataract formation can be prevented with frequent

lubrication and applying 0.3% hypromellose or 0.2% w/

w carbomer eye gel. For extended imaging (>10 min),

keeping the mouse warm (through the use of a heat pad)

also helps.

1. After turning on the OCT imaging system, secure the

correct imaging lens and adjust the reference arm

position as needed.

2. Open the imaging software, create the unique

mouse ID and begin imaging per OCT

manufacturer's protocol.

3. Using the Free Run option with the fast scan

protocol, position the eye with the optic nerve

centered on posterior chamber images or the apex

of the cornea on anterior chamber images.
 

NOTE:  Table 1 contains imaging protocol

parameters for two commercially available small

animal imaging systems. Refer to the Table of

Materials for product specifications.

4. For posterior chamber imaging, bring the OCT close

to the surface of the eye. Use caution to avoid

bringing the surface of the lens in contact with the

eye.

5. Once the eye is correctly positioned, stop the fast

scan and select the volume scan protocol, and

activate the scan with the Aim option.

6. For posterior segment images, adjust untilthe

optic nerve is centered in the Horizontal B-Scan

Alignment image and that the retina is aligned with

the Vertical Alignment axis

7. For anterior segment images, adjust the position to

center the apex of the cornea in both the Horizontal

B-Scan Alignment image and Vertical Alignment B-

Scan Alignment image. The presence of a reflection

artifact in both images will confirm proper alignment.

Then shift the horizontal image enough to remove

the reflection artifact. Refer to Figure 2.

8. Click on Snapshot to capture the volume scan

image and then click on Save.

9. Next, obtain the averaged central line scan. Open

the scan protocol and click on Aim followed by

Snapshot. Right-click on the same panel and then

click on Average.

10. Repeat steps 5.2.1-5.2.9 for each eye with both

lenses.

11. After all images are collected, remove the mouse

from the cassette and provide corneal protection

during recovery as listed in steps 4.3.11-4.3.13.

6. Scoring inflammation by OCT

1. Score the OCT images with the help of graders who are

masked to the treatment condition.
 

NOTE: For PMU in the mouse model, the scoring system

provided in Table 2 is recommended.

2. If both anterior chamber (AC) and posterior chamber

(PC) images were obtained, combine these scores to

obtain the final score for each eye.
 

NOTE: Anterior chamber inflammation resolves before

posterior chamber inflammation.

https://www.jove.com
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7. Scoring inflammation by post-mortem histology

1. At the end of the experiment, collect individual eyes

by enucleation, fix in 4% formaldehyde overnight, and

proceed for paraffin embedding, sectioning, and H&E

staining33 .
 

NOTE: Multiple 4-8 µm sections along the pupillary-optic

nerve axis are recommended.
 

NOTE: Three sections per eye are scored by a masked

grader using the scoring system provided in Table 3, and

the average score of the three sections is reported as the

final histology inflammation score.

Representative Results

This protocol demonstrates the induction of uveitis in

mice using the primed mycobacterial uveitis model (PMU).

Ensuring consistency in the subcutaneous injection and

accuracy of the intravitreal injection are key steps in

developing the primed mycobacterial uveitis model (PMU).

Figure 1 demonstrates the mouse intravitreal injection

procedure using a stereotaxic apparatus. Ear bars help to

gently position the head in the same location under the

microscope (Figure 1E). They also keep the head stable

during the intravitreal injection procedure, which decreases

the risk of injection trauma. Following a successful injection,

fluorescein in the injection solution produces a greenish

reflection from within the eye that can be seen under the

microscope or from a side view as pictured in Figure 1F.

When performed as outlined, the protocol generates robust

acute uveitis that can be detected using OCT and fundus

imaging as early as 10 h after intravitreal injection. Figure

2 demonstrates the correct alignment of the eye for OCT

imaging. Table 1A lists the parameters used in the OCT

protocol. A systematic approach to obtaining images will

provide high-quality images that can be compared over time.

Anterior chamber images are centered on the apex of the

cornea using the en face SLO image (Figure 2A) with the iris

aligned in parallel to both the horizontal and vertical planes

(Figure 2B,C). Volume and line scans are captured with

a vertical alignment such that inferior and superior regions

can be viewed simultaneously. Posterior segment images are

centered on the optic nerve using the en face SLO image

(Figure 2D), and the bright band of the RPE is used to align

the retina in parallel to both the horizontal and vertical planes

(Figure 2E,F).

Figure 3 shows typical findings of PMU ocular inflammation

using OCT imaging. Twenty four hours after intravitreal

injection, inflammatory cells are seen in the aqueous and

vitreous (Figure 3B). In the presence of moderate or severe

inflammation, a hypopyon will be seen in the inferior angle

in the AC. The degree of ocular inflammation can be scored

on these OCT images using the criteria listed in Table

2. Representative examples of images demonstrating the

inflammatory features typical for each score are shown in

Figure 4. AC and PC chamber scores can be added together

to generate the combined OCT score. Combined scores >0

but ≤2.5 represent mild inflammation. Moderate inflammation

is determined by scores >2.5 but ≤4.5. Scores >4.5 identify

severe inflammation. Inflammation typically peaks 48 h after

intravitreal injection with OCT scores in the AC and PC

between 1 and 3 (combined scores between 2 and 6).

AC and PC scores of 0.5 or 4 are less common. In the

case scores outside the typical range are encountered

frequently, troubleshooting may be required to identify the

factors contributing to outlier scores (see discussion section).

Inflammation scores in the anterior chamber tend to return

to zero within one week following intravitreal injection. In

contrast, posterior scores do not return to zero; instead, low-
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level chronic inflammation persists in the form of vitritis, and

perivascular lymphocytes infiltrate in the retina for 1-2 months

following intravitreal injection.

Inflammation score in PMU can also be determined using

histology. Figure 5 shows representative H&E sections for

use in scoring the severity of PMU by histology. The number

of inflammatory cells in the aqueous and vitreous are counted

and used to determine the severity using the score criteria

listed in Table 3. Inflammatory cell infiltration of the ciliary

body is commonly seen on one side of the histology section

(unilateral involvement) in mild or moderate inflammation.

When inflammation is severe, this is reflected by the presence

of an inflammatory cell infiltrate in the ciliary body on both

sides of the lens (termed bilateral involvement). During later

time points after intravitreal injection, chronic inflammation

manifestations, including the presence of perivascular and

intraretinal leukocytes and outer retinal folds, can also be

identified. Histology can also be helpful in identifying eyes

impacted by poor injection techniques. Trauma to the lens

during the intravitreal injection can be identified by the

presence of amorphous eosin-stained (pink) lens proteins

outside the lens capsule adjacent to the area of trauma.

Reflux of the intravitreal mTB into the subconjunctival space

will generate inflammation outside the eye that can be

identified by a careful review of periocular structures present

on the sections. Due to the failure to retain mTB extract within

the eyes, these eyes will typically have low OCT scores of

inflammation.

Brightfield fundus imaging can also be used to identify

clinically relevant aspects of PMU, including the development

of a hypopyon, vitritis, and retinal or perivascular inflammatory

cell infiltration. Figure 6 shows two examples where retinal

and perivascular inflammation can be seen on fundus images.

These two eyes also show the range of inflammation that is

common in the PMU model. Table 1B lists the parameters

used in the fundus/retinal OCT imaging system. Note the

impact that severe inflammation has on the image quality

(Figure 6, day 2, OCT and fundus images in the top row)

and the extent of disease present on day 21. Corneal edema

can also decrease image quality during acute inflammation;

however, it is uncommon for corneal edema to be severe from

inflammation alone. More commonly, the image quality will

be degraded by epithelial damage resulting from incomplete

surface protection during imaging and anesthesia events.

The PMU model can be used to induce uveitis in any mouse

breed or genotype. In albino eyes, OCT can still be used

to score inflammation, but the absence of fundus pigment

makes visualization of inflammation challenging by brightfield

imaging13,34 . Post mortem studies can be performed on

ocular tissues, regional lymph nodes, or the spleen. Some

examples include assays for the presence of immune cells

such as flow cytometry and immunohistochemistry and

measurement of inflammatory cytokines. At all time points

tested after initiation of inflammation with PMU (day 1 to day

56), there are sufficient CD45+  inflammatory cells present in

individual eyes to detect many major leukocyte populations

in the eye by multi-parameter flow analysis12,35 . Aqueous

(2-5 µL) and vitreous (5-10 µL) humors can be collected

from inflamed eyes for protein concentration determination,

proteomic studies, or cytokine concentration determination36 .

https://www.jove.com
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Figure 1: Mouse intravitreal injection set up. The intravitreal injection is performed on the mouse eye using (A) a

microsyringe pump controller connected to the (B) Micropump and (C) an injection syringe. The syringe is loaded and

mounted on the (D) Micropump. The mouse head is positioned using (E) ear bars to ensure stability and consistency during

the intravitreal injection procedure. (F) Fluorescein in the injection solution produces a greenish reflection from within the eye

after a successful procedure. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

https://www.jove.com
https://www.jove.com/
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Figure 2: Proper alignment of the eye for OCT imaging. (A) Using the en-face scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO)

image, the eye is centered for anterior chamber imaging. The green line indicates the position of the horizontal line scan

shown in panel (B). Note that the central cornea is avoided to decrease reflection artifact. (C) Vertical B-Scan through

the paracentral anterior chamber. This scan is obtained at 90° from the horizontal scan. Note that the alignment of the iris

sections on each side of the lens is level in the horizontal scan (panel B) and arranged one above the other in the vertical

scan (panel C). (D) Using the SLO image, the posterior chamber image is centered on the optic nerve. (E) Horizontal B-Scan

Alignment, (F) Vertical B-Scan Alignment. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

https://www.jove.com
https://www.jove.com/
https://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/62925/62925fig02large.jpg
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Figure 3: Induction of PMU generates panuveitis that can be monitored by longitudinal OCT imaging. The top row

shows anterior chamber (AC); the bottom row shows posterior chamber (PC) OCT images to highlight pathological changes

in the disease course. (A) Baseline OCT image of the AC (top) and PC (bottom) prior to induction of uveitis, both score 0.

(B) Day 1 after intravitreal injection showing the presence of corneal edema (black arrow), a hypopyon (*) multiple free-

floating inflammatory cells in the AC (white arrows), and vitritis (white arrowheads) in the PC. (C) Day 7 after intravitreal

injection with few AC cells on the anterior lens capsule (white arrow) and decreased vitritis (white arrowhead). (D) Day 28

after intravitreal injection anterior chamber with resolved AC inflammation and mild vitritis. Abbreviations: C- cornea, L - lens,

I - iris, Aq - aqueous, V vitreous, RGC - retinal ganglion cells, PR - photoreceptors, Ch- choroid. Please click here to view a

larger version of this figure.

https://www.jove.com
https://www.jove.com/
https://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/62925/62925fig03large.jpg
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Figure 4: OCT score examples. An OCT score between 0 and 4 is assigned to each AC image and PC image using

the categorical system shown in Table 2. The AC and PC scores are combined for the final OCT score for the eye. (A,D)

Examples of a score of zero. (B,E) Examples of a score of 0.5. (C,F) Examples of a score of 1. (G,J) Examples of a score

of 2. (H,K) Examples of a score of 3. (I,L) Examples of a score of 4 are shown in panels I and L. Please click here to view a

larger version of this figure.

https://www.jove.com
https://www.jove.com/
https://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/62925/62925fig04large.jpg
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Figure 5: Histology score examples. Histology score is determined based on five characteristics visible in H&E sections:

Anterior chamber protein density, anterior chamber cell number, immune cell infiltration of the ciliary body, vitreous cell

density, retinal vascular inflammation, and structural retinal changes. A score of 0-2 is assigned for each characteristic. The

description of each score is found in Table 3. A representative example score of 0-2 for each characteristic is shown in this

figure. The left column demonstrates the score of zero. The center column shows examples of score 1. The right column

shows examples of score 2. A score of 2 for ciliary body score is assigned if the ciliary body on either side of the lens in the

same section demonstrates cellular inflammation. The final histology score is the sum of the score for each of the five criteria

(max score 10). The arrow in the bottom right panel indicates perivascular leukocytes associated with a superficial retinal

vessel. Black scale bar indicates 500 µm. Ciliary scale bars indicate 100 µm. Please click here to view a larger version of this

figure.

https://www.jove.com
https://www.jove.com/
https://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/62925/62925fig05large.jpg
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Figure 6: Longitudinal fundus imaging in PMU identified a range of disease severity. (A) Severely inflamed eyes

demonstrate multiple white infiltrates in the retina and vascular tortuosity on color fundus imaging (top row) as well as dense

vitritis and retinal edema on OCT (bottom row) on day 2. Progression in the number of retinal lesions can be seen over time

while the vitritis improves. Green line indicates the position of the OCT image. (B) Mildly inflamed eyes demonstrate fewer

and more discrete linear lesions in the fundus and a number of infiltrating cells in the vitreous space. Scale bar = 100 µm.

Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

https://www.jove.com
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A

Mouse Anterior Chamber Fast Scan Volume Scan Linear Scan

Length X Width 4.0 mm x 4.0 mm 3.6 mm x 3.6 mm 3.6 mm

Angle 0 90 90

A-scan/B-Scan 800 1000 1000

# B-scans 50 400 1

Frames/ B-scan 1 3 20

Mouse Posterior Chamber Fast Scan Volume Scan Linear Scan

Length X Width 1.6 mm x 1.6 mm 1.6 mm x 1.6 mm 1.6 mm

Angle 0 0 0

A-scan/B-Scan 800 1000 1000

# B-scans 50 200 1

Frames/ B-scan 1 3 20

B

Mouse Posterior Chamber Volume Scan Linear Scan

Length X Width 0.9 mm x 0.9 mm 1.8 mm

Angle 0 Any (typically 0 or 90)

A-scan/B-Scan 1024 1024

# B-scans 512 1

Frames/ B-scan 1 30

Table 1: Scan parameters. (A) OCT scan parameters. (B) Fundus/retinal OCT scan parameters

https://www.jove.com
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OCT Score descriptions

Score Anterior Chamber Posterior Chamber

NA No view beyond anterior cornea No view of posterior segment

0 No inflammation No inflammation

1–5 cells in the aqueous Few cells occupying less

than 10% of the vitreous area

0.5

OR corneal edema No subretinal or intraretinal infiltrates

or retinal architecture disruption

6–20 cells in the aqueous Diffuse cells (no dense clumps) occupying

between 10 and 50% of the vitreous area.

1

OR a single layer of cells

on the anterior lens capsule

No subretinal or intraretinal infiltrates

or retinal architecture disruption

20–100 cells in the aqueous Diffuse cells (no dense clumps)

occupying > 50% of the vitreous area

2

OR fewer than 20 cells and a hypopyon present No subretinal or intraretinal infiltrates

or retinal architecture disruption

20–100 cells in the aqueous Diffuse cells equal to grade 2 and 13

AND a hypopyon OR a pupillary membrane AND at least one dense vitreous opacity

occupying 10%–20% of the vitreous area OR

the presence of vitreous cells equal to grade 2

and rare (≤ 2) subretinal or ntraretinal opacities

Any number of aqueous cells Dense vitreous opacity occupying

> 20% of the vitreous area.

4

AND a large hypopyon and pupillary membrane OR

anterior structure loss due to severe inflammation

OR diffuse vitreous cells with large

subretinal or intraretinal opacities

Table 2: PMU OCT score criteria: OCT images are scored according to the criteria listed in the table. AC and PC scores

are added to obtain the final score of the eye. In cases where a clear view of the eye was not acquired, a score of NA was

assigned to the images, and these were excluded from the study.

https://www.jove.com
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Histology Score Description

Characteristic 0 1 2

Anterior Chamber

(AC) Protein

Scant acellular particles

staining with eosin in the AC

Moderate, but not confluent,

extracellular eosin staining

anywhere in the AC

Confluent or near confluent

extracellular eosin staining

throughout the AC

Anterior Chamber (AC) Cell No cells 1–100 cells, but no dense

aggregations of cells

>100 cells, or dense

aggregations of cells

Ciliary Body Inflammation No leukocyte infiltration

of the ciliary body or

surrounding vitreous

Unilateral presence of

leukocytes infiltrating the

ciliary body and/or the

surrounding vitreous.

Bilateral presence of

leukocytes infiltrating the

ciliary body and/or the

surrounding vitreous.

Retinal Vascular Inflammation No retinal vessels with

perivascular leukocytes

One vessel per section with

perivascular leukocytes

>1 vessel per section with

perivascular leukocytes

Retinal fold or damage No retinal damage 1–3 retinal folds per section >3 retinal folds per

section, or any other

retinal layer destruction or

intraretinal hemorrhage

Table 3: PMU histology score criteria: H&E sections of the eye were scored based on the criteria listed in the table. Three

sections from the same eye were scored and averaged to obtain the final histology score of the eye.

Discussion

Animal models of uveitis have been instrumental in

understanding the mechanisms of ocular inflammation and

homeostasis as well as enabling preclinical evaluation of

medical and surgical therapies for patients with uveitis37 .

Both rabbit and rat variants of the PMU model have

demonstrated their value in preclinical therapy via proof of

concept studies38,39 ,40 . Due to the availability of a diverse

range of transgenic strains in mice, establishing the mouse

PMU model system now permits more detailed mechanistic

studies to identify specific cell types, pathways, and genes

that contribute to the pathology of this disease.

Animal models of uveitis can demonstrate animal to animal

variability in the incidence and intensity of inflammation41 .

In the C57BL/6 mouse strain, PMU is reliably generated

using the protocol outlined here. Strain-specific variations

in uveitis course and intensity have been reported for both

EAU and EIU42,43 . While strain-specific impacts on severity

and course of PMU have not been measured experimentally,

this model has been used in wild-type C57BL/6J as well

as in albino mice (B6(Cg)-Tyrc-2J/J) and produced similar

inflammatory responses. In generating the PMU model,

https://www.jove.com
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controlling the considerations listed below can help new

researchers limit variability and produce the most consistent

and reproducible uveitis.

Ensure consistency in the subcutaneous injections:
 

To provide a consistent subcutaneous injection, ensure

that all air bubbles are removed from the emulsion.

Considerations include a short centrifuge (30 s at 400 x g)

of the premade emulsion prior to loading the syringe. This

will remove air trapped in the emulsion. Also, when loading

the syringe, periodically invert (tip-up) and tap the syringe

to remove any air bubbles. While injecting, do not place the

syringe too deep in order to avoid intramuscular injection.

Conversely, a shallow (intradermal) injection can result in

erosion of the emulsion through the skin. Remember to pause

briefly before removing the syringe from the injection site to

ensure complete injection of the thick viscous emulsion and

to prevent reflux from the skin.

Seven days after placing the subcutaneous injection, confirm

the presence of palpable nodules on either side of the hind

legs. If no nodules can be identified, it is possible that air was

injected rather than emulsion. In this case, acute inflammation

may not be as robust, and chronic inflammation may not

develop.

Prevent the development of infectious endophthalmitis:
 

Bacterial or fungal endophthalmitis will generate a

confounding variable if not prevented44 . In order to prevent

bacterial endophthalmitis, always practice good aseptic

technique when making the intravitreal suspension, handling,

and cleaning all reusable tools that will come in contact

with the eye. Using sterile single-use items, autoclaving, or

cleaning with 95% alcohol washes or wipes is important.

Appropriate use of betadine applied to the ocular surface, lids,

and periocular fur will also help prevent endophthalmitis45 .

It is straightforward to recognize an eye with infection as the

ocular structures will be obliterated by extreme inflammation

during the post-injection course. This is not typical for PMU.

The presence of intraocular bleeding can also suggest

endophthalmitis or trauma from the injection. In such cases,

exclude these animals from the study.

Ensure consistency in the intravitreal injection:
 

The intravitreal injection is a critical step in the induction of

reliable and reproducible inflammation in PMU. Providing a

consistent amount of Mtb suspension with each injection,

avoiding trauma, and preventing reflux of the suspension

are all factors that should be considered when performing

the injections. To ensure a consistent suspension, vortex

the stock suspension thoroughly upon thawing and before

loading it in the syringe. Since this Mtb extract used does not

form a solution, the suspension can undergo sedimentation

over time. To ensure uniform concentration of the Mtb extract

in each injection, use or expel and reload the syringe within

15 minutes of loading. Phenylephrine is used for dilation to

provide a larger field of view to the posterior eye and reduce

the risk of trauma to the eye during the injection. This drop

generates natural lid retraction and slight proptosis of the

globe, allowing good visualization of area 1-2 mm posterior

to the limbus without the need to grasp the eye with forceps.

Using forceps to restrain the eye could cause potential trauma

and transiently increase intraocular pressure and the risk of

reflux of the Mtb suspension. Trauma can also be caused

by attempting to inject too much volume into the eye. The

injection volume is limited to 2 µL to prevent significant and

prolonged elevation of intraocular pressure and trauma to the

eye. Additionally, younger animals will have eyes that are

smaller than adult mice. Typically 6-8 week mice (20-25 g)

provide a uniform eye size and ensure greater consistency in

the inflammation following injection of Mtb. A higher frequency

https://www.jove.com
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of post-injection reflux of the mycobacterial suspension was

observed in smaller mice. This, in turn, leads to a less-than-

expected acute inflammation. A dilute fluorescein solution

is used to provide the novice injector visual feedback on

the success of their injection technique. Dilation at the time

of injection will allow for direct visualization of the injected

material in the vitreous cavity and the opportunity to note any

evidence of lens trauma. In the case of lens trauma, it can

cause a change in lens clarity that will cause a cataract which

can be visualized on OCT. In the case of ocular trauma, the

eyes need to be excluded from the study due to the possibility

of lens-induced uveitis46 . We recommend pausing for 10 s

before removing the syringe from the eye to allow dispersion

of the Mtb suspension within the eye and decrease reflux.

The PMU model can be modified to change the intensity

of acute inflammation by varying the concentration of the

Mtb in the intravitreal injection. Different dosages ranging

from 2.5 µg/µL to 15 µg/µL have been tested previously in

our lab. However, doses higher than 10 µg/µL were found

to cause severe eye damage, including spontaneous lens

rupture, severe corneal edema and scarring, and hyphema.

This degree of severity is not typical in human patients with

post-infectious uveitis, and therefore, these concentrations

are not recommended. A 5 µg/µL dose was found to

reliably produce mild to moderate acute inflammation and

mild chronic uveitis; the 10 µg/µL dose produces a reliably

moderate to severe acute disease and more notable chronic

disease. Thus, varying the intravitreal concentration can

provide alternative disease severities for use as needed

based on the experimental question. Controls should be

selected to ensure results are due to the response to mTB and

not trauma associated with the subcutaneous or intravitreal

injections. In the sham injection controls, PBS can be used

in place of the mTB extract. For comparisons to unexposed

animals, true naive samples should be considered as fellow

eyes are not always equivalent.

Due to the small size of the mouse eye, OCT can be a

more sensitive assay to detect inflammation in the anterior

chamber than direct visualization or microscopic bright field

photography. Prior work with PMU in rats25  determined that

more cells can be detected by histology than by OCT but that

there is a good correlation between the two modalities. OCT

has the added advantage that it can be used to monitor the

inflammation longitudinally in the same animal. Other major

mouse models of uveitis, such as EAU and EIU, have also

employed OCT for quantitative analysis12,47 ,48 . In the PMU

model of mice, anterior chamber cells are only visible on

OCT and cannot be seen on clinical exams unless a large

hypopyon is present. Vitreous inflammation (vitritis) can be

observed with color fundus imaging, but detecting quantitative

change is possible only with OCT imaging. Other aspects

of the model, such as retinal vascular inflammation and

retinal damage, can be easily identified with either OCT and

microscopic brightfield fundus photography.

When using OCT, it is important to consider how localized

imaging can be impacted by regional differences in the

degree of inflammation. Prior reports have identified an

uneven distribution of cells in the anterior chamber of

humans, with more cells located inferiorly49 . In mice, a similar

predisposition is common. Thus, vertical or radial scans

through the AC will help ensure images that capture the range

of inflammation. Additionally, performing imaging in the same

place will also provide consistency to images collected in the

same eye longitudinally. To obtain images in the same part of

the eye, use stable landmarks and a systematic approach. For

anterior chamber images, the image is centered immediately

adjacent to the apex of the cornea and oriented vertically so

https://www.jove.com
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that the presence of a hypopyon can be detected in the inferior

angle. For posterior segment images, the image is centered

on the optic nerve. It is recommended to consider using at

least 3 line scans for scoring to ensure regional variability

is captured. In cases where inflammation is restricted to

peripheral locations, acquiring volume scans can be helpful.

The collection of volume scans can also help capture regional

variations but will increase data storage requirements.

Other in vivo assays that can be used to characterize

inflammation in the PMU mouse model include

bioluminescence imaging13,35 . Post-mortem assays like

multi-parameter flow cytometric analysis can be performed to

identify and quantify infiltrating immune cell type populations

in the aqueous and posterior chamber of the eye12,26 .

In the PMU model, acute inflammation is characterized by

an innate response with a predominant neutrophil infiltrate,

followed by a chronic and persistent adaptive T cell dominant

response that persists for over a month35 . Other assays

of immune function that can be performed on post-mortem

tissues include ocular fluid cytokine analysis. Additionally,

other downstream assays like mRNA sequencing and

immunofluorescence imaging can be used to assess gene

and protein expression patterns of retinal immune cell

populations in uveitis50,51 .

The PMU model can be replicated in other rodent systems

using adaptations appropriate for the different species. PMU

model has been previously used in rats and rabbits38,39 ,40 .

In rats, acute panuveitis develops following intravitreal

injection that resolves spontaneously over 14 days without

developing signs of chronic inflammation by histology24 .

In rabbits, induction of uveitis utilizes two rounds of

subcutaneous injection prior to intravitreal injection but also

generates a robust panuveitis. One of the advantages of

using the mouse model is the ready availability of numerous

transgenic and knockout strains that can help understand

the basic mechanism of uveitis52 . All rodent models can be

used for preclinical therapy testing if the agent is administered

systemically or as a topical drop. However, due to their

larger size, rat and rabbit eyes are better models for use in

preclinical studies of implantable or local injection treatment

options for uveitis.

In summary, this protocol provides researchers interested in

studying the mechanisms of chronic ocular inflammation with

a new tool that is not dependent on prior immunization with

ocular antigens.
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